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In 2007 we established Silver Memories, our
nostalgia radio service for aged care, and in 2014
we started our digital channel, MBS Light,
broadcasting light popular classics and jazz.
We produce two major arts festivals annually and
a range of services for the arts.
Our organisation is operated by a small number of
staff and around 350 volunteers including a board
of ten directors. We are supported by subscribers,
donors, sponsors, and philanthropic individuals
and organisations. We receive government
funding for a range of projects.
4MBS Classic FM is the only classical station to
be named Radio Station of the Year by the
Community Broadcasting Association of Australia.
We have won about 20 national and state awards
for our programming, support of Queensland
talent and community engagement.

In 2017 we won The Tony Staley Award, the highest honour in Australian community broadcasting,
for our outstanding achievements in broadcasting.

Vision
To be a major force in the cultural life of our community and beyond

Mission
To entertain, engage, educate, and provide employment in classic arts through music,
broadcasting, live performance and related activities in our community and beyond

Values
Collaboration - we operate collaboratively within our organisation and with others
Commitment - we are committed in everything we do
Diversity - we celebrate and value diversity
Knowledge - we seek and value knowledge
Respect - we are respectful and welcoming in our interactions with others
Transparency - we are open and transparent in all our dealings and communications
Trust - we promote a culture of trust and reliability
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REPORT FROM THE CHAIR
This report comes as Queensland and the nation are still feeling the effects of the global Covid-19
pandemic. While Queensland has been able to avoid the worst that has been experienced in NSW
and Victoria the impact has nonetheless been felt strongly by our community, particularly in live
music, performing arts and by the aged. While ensuring the safety of our volunteers and staff,
MBSQ has responded strongly to support our music loving communities by bringing the succour of
fine music into people’s homes and lives through our radio broadcasts and presentations of live
music and support of Queensland artists and live events. We are grateful to all our supporters,
sponsors and donors in helping us achieve this, in particular Brisbane City Council, Arts
Queensland and Tim Fairfax AC.
Under partial lockdown restrictions 4MBS presented the 14th Brisbane Shakespeare Festival in
November 2020. Directed by Eugene Gilfedder, A Midsummer Night’s Dream was staged before
enthusiastic audiences and hailed as a great success.
The 28th 4MBS Festival of Classics, presented in May/June 2021 brought delight to audiences and
was lauded in the media. The program offered a feast for lovers of fine music and valuable
performance and employment opportunities for our local artists.
Despite the financial stress experienced by many arts companies during Covid, MBSQ Ltd earned
$1,079,453 during the past year (not including bequests) and I am very pleased to report that for
the year to 30 June 2021 MBSQ Ltd has returned a surplus of $983,641. Over the same period the
company’s total equity has increased by $1,743,846 to a total of $3,994,557. I would like to thank
General Manager Gary Thorpe, Treasurer Colin Rich and my colleagues on the Board and the
Finance, Investment and Audit Committee for the excellent work involved in achieving these
results.
The company is very fortunate to have received $1,744,699 in bequests which include over $1.5
million received from the estate of John Farrell. We are very grateful to John Farrell and all those
who have made bequests to MBSQ. This is a very tangible way for supporters of MBSQ and lovers
of our music broadcasts and festivals to ensure those in the future can continue to enjoy and
benefit from MBSQ and all it provides.
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The Board’s previously reported decision to restructure the Company’s finances has now come to fruition
with the completion of several major changes to our properties, investments and banking. The subdivision of
380 Old Cleveland Road has been completed with the front lot redesignated as 378 Old Cleveland Road.
The sale of that property was settled during March with MBSQ retaining the rear lot (now 380 Old Cleveland
Road) as an investment property for use as a carpark.
Changes to our banking structure have been completed, with previous overdrafts and mortgages paid out
and a more appropriate structure adopted which has minimised our bank fees while increasing our flexibility
and access to cash. As part of our financial diligence the Board made the decision to create a separate
capital investment fund, to be managed by the Board through our Finance, Investment and Audit Committee.
A material benefit of our financial outcomes is that MBSQ is now in a position to further upgrade and improve
our facilities in Coorparoo and the Board has been working closely with Gary Thorpe to ensure responsible
assessment and approval processes for these changes. Our Silver Memories business continues to grow,
with various new initiatives and a new website launched this year. These developments reflect a new and
ongoing strategic planning process commenced this year to guide us as we move into a new era post Covid.
I thank my colleagues on the Board for their hard work and dedication in delivering the excellent outcomes
we have seen this year. I would like to acknowledge and thank Wendy Tyson on her retirement from the
Board this year, having been secretary on the Board for 27 years. Wendy continues to be a stalwart member
of the MBSQ family through her valuable volunteer work at the station.
I also must thank and acknowledge the excellence and dedication of all members of our 4MBS administration
team, our General Manager Gary Thorpe and our tireless team of volunteers.
Lastly, it is with deep sadness I note the recent passing of much loved actor and director Michael Forde, who
was a stalwart Director on the Board for numerous years and contributed so much to MBSQ’s theatre
productions and festivals. In particular, Michael directed MBSQ’s hugely successful production of the musical
play Cribbie, which he co-authored with Margery Forde.
I proudly present to you the 2021 Annual Report of the Music Broadcasting Society of Queensland Ltd

Matthew Farrell
Chair
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GENERAL MANAGER'S REPORT
The 2020-21 financial year has been one of challenges and achievements. As a challenge, the
COVID-19 pandemic has been one of the greatest, impacting our organisation in many ways.
Revenue was down in several areas including sponsorship, as organisations, particularly in the
arts, struggled to stay afloat.
The Australian government Jobkeeper scheme enabled us to continue to employ staff. We also
benefited from the state government’s COVID grants scheme. Our listeners responded
magnificently to our Radiothons, showing that our work is truly appreciated.
We were fortunate to receive some bequests that have been instrumental in our stations’ survival
during this time. It is again an indication of the important role we play in the lives of our listeners.
Our volunteer base has continued to grow, with several young presenters joining our ranks.
We produced two magnificent arts festivals: the 28th annual 4MBS Festival of Classics and the 14th
annual 4MBS Brisbane Shakespeare Festival using exclusively Queensland performers. The 4MBS
Festivals are a unique contribution to the cultural life of Brisbane. We are one of the few
broadcasting organisations in the world to have such a strong commitment to the live performing
arts and to providing performance and employment opportunities for local talent.
The important role played by 4MBS became very clear during the first year of the pandemic. It is
clear that the station’s focus on the local music scene is an important part of our success. The
many volunteers who keep the station on the air in a variety of roles do a magnificent job.
We continued to improve our premises. The carpark next door to the station was upgraded and
work continued on the studios with new carpet throughout and other work.
I’d like to highlight the role of the Broadcasts Committee. Made up of volunteers, staff and board
members, the committee has met monthly for 42 years. Peter McCahon does a great job as the
Broadcasts Manager for both 4MBS Classic FM and Silver Memories.
Development continued on Silver Memories, with over 150 aged care homes now taking the
service. This year we initiated Silver Memories Live in Concert to address the lack of live
entertainment in aged care homes due to pandemic restrictions. Several shows were filmed in the
4MBS Performance Studio and made available to aged care homes. These have been warmly
received and have helped create links with potential new customers.
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Lifting of restrictions enabled us to take Silver Memories on the road with announcer, Ronnie, who
travels to homes to present a show based on residents’ requests. Other Silver Memories highlights
include:
Continued development of the Silver Memories App with the addition of a dashboard, allowing signup of multiple users in an organisation through one contact
Appointment of Peter Rohweder as Silver Memories Manager (technical and sales)
Appointment of Dame Quentin Bryce as Patron following the passing of our founding Patron Dame
Vera Lynn
Appointment of well-known singer Mirusia as Silver Memories Amabassador
Our digital station MBS Light, managed by John Carrier, continues to grow in popularity. The station
was nominated for a CBAA Award for its International Jazz Day live broadcast. It is one of only a
handful of community digital stations that have different programming from their FM service.
We started an online ticketing service over a year ago, but with the pandemic putting a stop to live
performance, it is only now that the service is becoming well used.
I’d like to sincerely thank the hundreds of volunteers who give so generously of their time and the
dedicated staff who work so hard to ensure that all runs smoothly. Thank you to the Board of this
remarkable organisation – it has been a challenging year and the Board has taken it all in its stride.
I look forward to another year of providing great music to our listeners.

Gary Thorpe OAM
General Manager
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STRATEGY

The Board has worked together with staff and volunteers to develop a rigorous and ongoing strategic
planning process for the organisation. We have accordingly updated our vision, mission and values
as you have seen above. Four main ‘pillars’ or areas of activity in our organisation have been
identified which are essential to ongoing success of our operations and activities in delivering our
vision, mission and in accordance with our values. Our strategic planning processes now primarily
relate to these areas.
Mission - To entertain, engage, educate, and provide employment, in classic arts through
music, broadcasting, live performance and related activities in our community and beyond

Broadcasting – our excellence in bringing recorded music to our communities through our radio stations
(4MBS Classic FM, MBS Digital Lite, Silver Memories) and through technologies such as satellite, internet,
apps, live streaming, and audio and video on demand.
Live Performance – which relates to all our achievements in live presentations including our Festival of
Classics and Brisbane Shakespeare Festivals, our concerts and presentations, and all our activities involved in
supporting live music and performance including promotion of Queensland talent, commissioning of works, live
recordings and live video recordings of performances for broadcast/webcast.
Engagement – which relates to the quality of all our activities that connect us with and support our
communities, artists and sister organisations. These include all our volunteers, our radio, online and live
audiences, artists, musicians and actors, students, community and performing arts organisations, broadcasting
and music distribution organisations.
Leadership – relates to our standing and excellence as an organisation. We aspire to be a leading and
financially stable community organisation with best practice governance and high quality facilities and
infrastructure which embraces diversity and inclusion.
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WHAT WE DO
Broadcasting

Live Performance

Fine Music Live - More than 50 Queensland
performances broadcast on the Community Radio
Network via satellite
MBS Light nominated for CBAA Excellence in Outside
Broadcasting award for World Jazz Day
45 new Silver Memories installations in aged care
facilities in Queensland, New South Wales, ACT, Victoria
and South Australia, reaching thousands of older
Australians daily.

28th annual 4MBS FESTIVAL OF CLASSICS

Events
Performers
Approx. audience

2021

2020*

23
>600
4000
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*Virtual event due to Covid lockdown with broadcast/online audience
14th annual 4MBS BRISBANE SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL

2020

SILVER MEMORIES

No. aged care homes
Approx audience

10 Livestream concerts @ 4MBS Performance Studio

2020/21

2019/20

176
13626

129
9151

Engagement
10 trainee announcers participated in Summer
School January 2021
8 music talks in Brisbane City Council libraries
6 music talks to service organisations including
Brisbane Club and Rotary
4MBS Ross Peters Chamber Music Prize (Qld
Conservatorium) October 2020
Brisbane Club Music Awards October 2020 (4MBS
record and broadcast)
52 broadcasts of My Musical Journey with leading
figures in the arts
Queensland Community Foundation media partner
Media partner for Camerata

Mainstage performances
4
Outdoor venues
3
Attendees
2200*
Related events
5

*Under Covid-safe restrictions

2019
3
3
2100
4

Leadership
Facilities
Capital works including improved access to buildings
and improvements to building infrastructure
Equipment
Commenced digitization of broadcast studios
Upgrades to computer hardware/software & equipment
Processes
Ensured safety of staff and volunteers during Covid-19
restrictions and lockdown periods
Management of Covid-19 restrictions to ensure
continued 24 hour broadcasting of all MBSQ stations
including Silver Memories
Ongoing review of administrative & management
processes.
Development of online Silver Memories training module
for aged care staff
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MAJOR FESTIVALS
28th annual 4MBS Festival of Classics, May-June 2021
This year's “Beethoven and Friends” festival was a marvellous presentation of 24 concerts in 10 venues
with over 600 Queensland musicians. The festival opened with the Beethoven and Beyond Marathon four concerts in one day at the Old Museum Concert Hall, curated by Paul and Trish Dean and featuring
Alex Raineri, Ensemble Q and musicians from Queensland Youth Symphony. The event culminated in a
triumphant performance of Beethoven’s 7th Symphony which drew a standing ovation from a capacity
crowd.

89%

No fewer than 10 concerts were held in the 4MBS Performance Studio, again showing its value to our
organisation as a venue showcasing local talent.
The Festival grand finale, Opera Spectacular, brought together five great singers - all locals - who perform
regularly on the world’s stages. Our thanks to Eva Kong, Milijana Nikolic,USERS
Rosario
Spina, Kang Wang
IN La
ASIA
and Jose Carbo and conductor Dane Lam and the Brisbane Symphony Orchestra for a brilliant concert.
We also thank Timothy Newton from OQ's young artist program who joined our cast for the finale, encores
and three standing ovations
Other notable events include the UQ Symphony Orchestra performing Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony with
Dane Lam and Beethoven’s Letters, created and performed by Eugene Gilfedder.
This unique festival would not be possible without our supporters. In particular, we acknowledge the
Brisbane City Council and sincerely thank them for supporting the festival since it began 28 years ago.
Our thanks also to sponsors Tupicoffs Independent Financial Planners, Arcare Aged Care and the Lexus
Brisbane Group. Their support helped us deliver a stunning festival.
14th annual 4MBS Brisbane Shakespeare Festival, November 2020
The 4MBS Brisbane Shakespeare Festival took place amid strict pandemic requirements. It is a tribute to
the 4MBS team that everything ran smoothly and we were able to deliver a truly magical production of A
Midsummer Night’s Dream with two performances at Roma Street Parkland Amphitheatre, and one each
at Einbunpin Lagoon Park, Sandgate, and Gasworks Plaza, Newstead.
The cast were brilliant, and director Eugene Gilfedder again showed us why he is regarded as one of
Australia’s great talents. Greenslopes MP, Joe Kelly, said that Bottom’s death scene was the funniest
thing he had ever seen on stage. Brisbane City Council’s Vicki Howard praised the cast and crew for
delivering a show of great joy in such difficult times. Without the support of the Brisbane City Council we
could not present this festival. We thank them for their visionary support.
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WHO WE ARE
The Music Broadcasting Society of Qld Ltd (MBSQ) is a not-for-profit community broadcasting organisation
established in 1979 in Brisbane. MBSQ is a company limited by guarantee. The limit of liability of members is
$30. The Board of Directors is shown on the following pages. The Board is responsible for policy and financial
oversight. The organisation has several committees responsible for designated areas of activity: Broadcast
Committee, Finance Committee, Development Committee, Technical Committee and Silver Memories
Implementation and Development Committee.

Board of Directors
Matthew Farrell - Chairman
Matthew Farrell has held executive roles in major performing arts and is a professional
musician. He has been Chair of MBSQ since 2013 having been an active member of the
Board since 2006. Currently producer and consultant to the national Lev Vlassenko Piano
Competition, Matthew was Director, Orchestra Management at the Queensland Symphony
Orchestra from 2008. He performed with the Victorian String Quartet before becoming
Principal Cello with the Queensland Philharmonic and from the Queensland Symphony
Orchestra after the merger of the two orchestras. He has performed throughout Australia and is a founding
member of contemporary ensemble, LOCANA. Matthew has a long history of involvement with music and arts
development. He was appointed to two State Government inquiries investigating funding and administration of
orchestras in Queensland and implementing the merger of the Philharmonic and Symphony Orchestras in
2001. He was a member of the Australian Orchestras Taskforce in 2003 and in 2007 and 2008 co-directed the
4MBS Festival of Classics.
Colin Rich - Treasurer
Colin is a Chartered Accountant, a Chartered Secretary and a Justice of the Peace (QAL).
Now retired, he has had 25 years’ experience in manufacturing and ten years in restaurant
industries as Director and management accountant. He has spent the last twenty years
specialising in systems accounting with computers, focused on Enterprise resources
programs.
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Clive Porritt - Secretary
Clive arrived in Melbourne from the UK with his family in 1959. His first exposure to
classical music was through his parents’ small collection of 78rpm records, an interest he
followed at university by attending concerts there, and briefly trying to learn classical guitar.
He trained as a lawyer and worked in private practice and then as a public servant for the
Victorian, Queensland and Commonwealth governments, principally as a prosecutor. Clive
moved to Brisbane in 1986 and after a few years of being a 4MBS subscriber, he became a Life Subscriber. He
volunteers as a program presenter with 4MBS, joined the Board in 2018, became Board Secretary in December
2018, and chairs the Broadcasts Committee.
John Cahill
John is a Queensland Barrister. He is a Family Dispute Resolution Practitioner and a
National Mediator. He earned his LLB and Bachelor of Business at the Queensland
University of Technology and his Master of Laws at the University of Sydney.

Isobel Ferrier
Isobel is a musician and arts manager, and is currently the Queensland State Manager for
Musica Viva Australia, where she also co-chairs their Reconciliation Steering Group. Her career
during the last 30 years has included extensive performing, touring and recording as a violinist
in Australia and overseas, as a conductor of community choirs, and as a business coach to
artists and small organisations. Isobel enjoys lending her broad expertise and insight to the
4MBS board to support the important role the station plays in the Australian cultural landscape.
Allison Kruger
Allison has a keen appreciation of the arts, in particular music, theatre and dance. Allison is a
Queensland based Corporate Finance professional experienced in managing and optimising
finance structures and businesses in particular with regards to capital and debt financing.
Allison's finance career has spanned Brisbane, Sydney and London. Allison has a law degree
from the Queensland University of Technology and a Masters of Commerce from the University
of New South Wales. Allison enjoys travelling.
Graham Row
Graham is a long-standing listener and supporter of 4MBS and particularly its community
projects such as the ‘Gothic’ Symphony project and tours of Amadeus. Now in retirement from
medical practice, he realised that Silver Memories was much more than nostalgia radio but an
extremely important, cost-effective weapon in the management of dementia. He helped to
facilitate relationships with experts in the field to assist Silver Memories to achieve its full
therapeutic potential with the best available professional guidance.
Lousie Strasser
Louise volunteers at 4MBS in a number of roles including 4MBS Shop Co-ordinator, Subscriber
Support, Program Guide Copy Editor, Programmer and Presenter on MBS Light and 4MBS,
Program Slotter, member of the Broadcasts Committee, Program Deliverer and has been a
member of the 4MBS Board since November 2020. This affords her a broad understanding of
the workings of the station. She has been a choral singer for many years, singing with the
Brisbane Chorale where she was Concert Manager 1997–1999, Brisbane Concert Choir, Bach
Society of Qld, Chorus Oz and the Royal Melbourne Philharmonic Choir. In a previous life she was a Primary
School Teacher for Education Qld for over 40 years, teaching all year levels and classroom music, but
specialised in Early Education. She also taught in Abingdon, England via a Teacher Exchange Program.
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Dr Kerry Vann-Leeflang
Kerry is a versatile musician who maintains a busy schedule of performing, teaching,
examining and adjudicating. She is the principal percussionist with the Brisbane
Philharmonic Orchestra and Corda Spiritus and also plays with the Brisbane Excelsior Band.
She sang with Opera Queensland for 10 seasons and has sung several principal roles in
Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. She teaches piano, percussion and singing and is a music
examiner with ANZCA and examines throughout Australia and Asia. She holds ten degrees and diplomas:
eight in music, one in languages (French, German and Japanese) and one in education. These include a
PhD in music from The University of Queensland and she is a Fellow of the Trinity College London in voice.
While at university, she was awarded a Mitsui Educational Foundation scholarship as part of her study of
Japanese and a DAAD scholarship to study in Wagner’s manuscripts in Germany for her PhD on Lohengrin.
Anne Warren
Anne started as a volunteer at 4MBS in 2005 after completing post graduate study in Arts
and Cultural Management. She later become a member of staff, gaining experience in
virtually all aspects of 4MBS, from broadcasting to events management, marketing and PR.
Since then Anne has worked with other arts organisations in Brisbane including Queensland
Symphony Orchestra, as well as in communications in the public sector and as a freelance
project manager and copywriter. Anne joined the Board of 4MBS in 2009. Anne is a cellist
and has played in community orchestras in Brisbane. For the last six years she has run Singing Mums, a
community music initiative that allows parents to connect with each other and experience all the positive
benefits that singing together with others has to offer.

Staff and key volunteers
Gary Thorpe OAM
Gary is General Manager of 4MBS Classic FM, MBS Light, Silver Memories and Classic
Arts. He is Artistic Director of the Annual 4MBS Festival of Classics which is the largest
classical music festival in the country, Producer of the 4MBS Brisbane Shakespeare Festival
and Vice-President of the Havergal Brian Society. He was awarded an OAM in 2009 for his
services to music and community broadcasting and in 2011 a Churchill Fellowship to study
the use of music in management of dementia. Other commitments include being Deputy
Chair of The Queensland Choir, Member of the Board of Broadcasting Park Pty. Ltd. and Chair of the
Brisbane Digital Radio Company.
Peter McCahon Broadcasts Manager 4MBS/Silver
Memories
Maggie Findlay Administration Manager/Festivals
Nick Gurovic Program Guide Editor/Concert
Recording Team Coordinator
Jeannette Zuniga Accounts Administrator (P/T)
John Carrier Station Caretaker & MBS Light
Broadcasts Manager
Elaine Seeto Marketing & Events Producer (P/T)
Wendy Lang Graphic Design/Marketing (Casual)
Dene Rowling Silver Memories Sales Manager (P/T)
Peter Rohweder Silver Memories Manager
(Sales and Technical)

Mark Smith Silver Memories Sales Manager (F/T)
Mark Rooney Silver Memories Sales Manager NSW
(P/T)
Bernadette McKinlay Silver Memories Training
Manager (P/T)
Geraldine George Volunteer Co-ordinator
Louise Strasser MBS Shop Co-ordinator
Martin Waterworth Program Guide Packing & Delivery
Team Co-ordinator
The Reception Team, the Announcing Team,
Subscriber Support Team, Programming Team,
Slotting Team, Concert Recording Team and the
Library Supervisors & Cataloguing Team
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OUR SUPPORTERS
Brisbane City Council
Arts Queensland
Tupicoffs
Lexus Group
Arcare Aged Care
Musica Viva
Ruddle's Retreat
KM Smith
Alex Gow
St Luke's Green
Great Trains of Europe
Queensland Symphony Orchestra
Camerata
The Queensland Choir
Brisbane Chorale
And various arts organisations
MBSQ thanks our many donors who have given so generously and whose support tangibly adds to
our success.
MBSQ especially thanks all our loyal subscribers and listeners for their ongoing support.
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FINANCE
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Eva Kong, Opera Spectacular

A Day at City Hall

Festival of Classics, Opus 5

Eugene Gilfedder, Beethoven's Letters

A Midsummer Night's Dream
Prima Spada, Brisbane Shakespeare Festival

Andrews Sisters Tribute,
Silver Memories

Festival of Classics, Kids Classics

John Granger Fisher live stream

Mark Hooper live stream

Milijana Nikolic, Opera Spectacular

Gary Thorpe with Dame Quentin Bryce

A Midsummer Night's Dream
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